Inviting quotations for supply of ceremonies kit for Asian Boxing championship 2017

Sealed quotations are invited for procurement of 20 (twenty) ceremonial kits each comprising dark Maroon blazer with crest, black trousers, white full sleeve shirts, maroon tie, black leather shoes and black socks. While quoting specifications of the above items and samples (to the extent possible) may be provided. As the kits are to be used in an international event, the material supplied should be reasonably good. The rates quoted should be inclusive of all taxes FOR the above address. The quotations may be submitted latest by 04:00 PM on Monday (10th April 2017). The quotations will be opened immediately after 04:00 PM on the same day. The selected party will have to supply the materials latest by Thursday (20th April 2017). The sealed quotations may be addressed to Director Administration, BFI and be deposited at the above address.